Abstract. This paper presents a median filter which uses an adaptive variable block.
Introduction
The 2D median filtering is a nonlinear image filtering approach, which is employed to remove noise [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The median filtering is widely used in image processing due to its ability to maintain details while removing noise [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In 2D images, the median filter searches the median value in an n-by-n adjacent window around the corresponding center pixel in the given image [15, 16] .
Normally the block size is odd number. If this is the case, the result is the center value after all the components in block are numerically sorted.
Proposed Method
The principal idea of this paper is as follows.
(1) We assess noise level using wavelet transform in a given image, and we apply variable block median filter.
(2) We consider a bigger block sized median filter is more reliable to highly noisy image, while small block sized median filter is more reliable to less contaminated image.
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5-by-5 block 7-by-7 block block, and line in green is 7-by-7 block. Table 1 shows CPSNR results for k=3. 
Simulation Results

Conclusions
This paper introduced a median filter with varying block size. Simulation results inform that small k median filter is suitable for less contaminated noisy images, while large k median filter is suitable for highly contaminated noisy images.
